


CRO Predict is a prediction market maker GameFi on the Cronos Chain, 
it's a play-to-earn (predict-to-earn) GameFi. Users will be able to 
Predict BTC, ETH, CRO, LTC, Doge and earn CRP rewards after winning. 
Predict crypto prices, sports games and gain experience in the arena, as 
well as earn rewards while at it.

Every week users can predict on 5 different coins on CRO Predict 
using CRP. 
Each coin has only 10 slots to accept predictions and each prediction 
costs 10 CRP, you can only predict once from one wallet. (This means 
only 50 slots available in total per week and 500 CRP retrieved). 
Those who try to predict after slots are filled will be unsuccessful and 
have to try again next week.

Prediction GameFi



Predictions will begin on Monday 13:00 UTC, and users have only 1 hour to 
predict by choosing either Bull or Bear (Up or Down). On Friday 13:00 UTC 
the Prediction Round closes, it's also worthy to note that the percentage 
of those who chose Up or Down will already be visible for the world to see. 
The ones with the right predictions will be redirected to stake CRP to earn 
CRP at a significant APR, while the ones who predicted wrongly will be 
redirected to stake CRP to earn MMF at a significant APR. Only the wallets 
they predicted with can stake.they predicted with can stake.

The CRP (Predict Pool) APR should be sufficient enough such that winners 
are able to get approximately 100%-500% gain of their predicted 
amounts.

Every week, there will be new predict pool where you have to predict 
correctly to gain access to these pools during eachweek. Maximum 
stake/wallet would be 1000 CRP.

The MMF (Predict Pool) would be 1/5 of the APR of the CRP (Predict Pool).
Meaning if the CRP pool starts at 100,000% APR, the MMF Pool would startMeaning if the CRP pool starts at 100,000% APR, the MMF Pool would start
at 20,000%. However, keep in mind that APRs can fluctuate depending on
those who predicted wrongly we have for that week and how much CRP 
were staked.

The MMF is a compensation for those who predicted wrongly as we thank 
them for participating and keep trying. Maximum stake per wallet is also 
1000 CRP. 

The Predict Pool



20%
 (200,000) for 
Launchpad.

5%
(50,000) Initial
Liquidity.

Deflationary digital currency: Total capped supply of 
1,000,000 $CRP

Total Capped Supply

1,000,000
Initial Supply

250,000

Remaining 

750,000
(500,000) earned through Prediction 
pools and farms for 2 years.50%
(150,000) locked as reserve.15%
(100,000) allocated to the team for 
further promotion/marketing.10%



Roadmap

Phase

1
Development of Site/DApp
Development of CRP Token
ICO

Phase

2
Price Prediction launched
Sports Prediction launched
Metaverse/NFT

Phase

3
List on major exchanges
Global adoption
More community development

cropredict.finance

t.me/CROPredict

twitter.com/CROPredict

CROPredict.medium.com


